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Hindware Limited, a leading bath ware company, expands its product offerings
by foraying into the quartz category, further solidifying its presence in the tiles
industry. Hindware Limited has a versatile range of best-in-class bathware
products that cater to a broad cross-section of customers with a strong
portfolio of leading innovative brands across the value chain such as Queo - the
luxury brand, Hindware Italian Collection, and Hindware - the premium brands.
Hindware Limited also houses ‘Hindware Italian Tiles’ and ‘TRUFLO by
Hindware’, plastic pipes and fittings business 

NEW LAUNCH 

ITALIAN QUARTZ
Hindware Limited dives into Quartz segment, introduces exquisite Italian
collection Quartz
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MAGNOLIAS HOUSE

Magnolia House designed by Saba Kapoor is situated in Aravali range and has
been designed in keeping with the design ethos of sustainability hence both
the material and the colour palette appear raw yet refined. Packed with
custom touches and artisanal craftsmanship, the house boasts four defined
spaces: double height foyer, a double height terrace, a living room, and a bar. A
double-height terrace is the heart of the house with every room opening to it.
The double-height foyer is one of the defined spaces in the house, packed with
custom touches and artisanal craftsmanship. The decor is forever in flux-
whether it is to reflect the change in season or design attitude. 

Foyer 
The double height foyer is adorned by a beautiful staircase. An intricate cast
railing enhances the staircase—the captivating reflection of which is captured
in an imposing 20-foot mirror. 
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MAGNOLIAS HOUSE

Magnolias House of Saba Kapoor is an amalgamation of artisanal
craftsmanship and sustainable living
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System Ceramics, the Coesia Group brand, announces the launch of Slabstore,
the latest solution designed for optimizing the storage and the management
of large-dimension ceramic surfaces (and not only). Slabstore is the result of
intense research and development aimed at meeting the unique needs of
major slab producers. This innovative automated storage solution offers a
series of advantages that will radically transform the way that large surfaces,
whether ceramic or of other materials are managed and distributed. Besides
flexibility and modularity, Slabstore also allows for significant energy savings,
in line with the Group’s sustainability goals. 

System Ceramics redesigns storage: the new Slabstore is presented to the
market
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